Introduction to DEN Processes
From Fluffy to Firm

David Mashburn, Director of Facility Services
DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
January 11, 2017

Project Lifecycle – We pass thru tollgates
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DEN LEADERSHIP MEETINGS
Strategic Objective Planning
All Projects are measured in
terms of meeting the Strategic
Objectives.
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PRIMARY POINTS OF DEN DESIGN PRINCIPLES
• DEN Design Values
• Experience Principles
•
•
•
•

Accessible Urbanism
Naturally Dynamic
Enjoyably Productive
Modern West Spirit

• A way of Design Thinking
• 11 Design Considerations
• Opportunities
• Sense of Place
• Must haves
• Opportunities

• Design Review Committee
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DEN DESIGN VALUES
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BRAND EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLES
ACCESSIBLE
URBANISM

NATURALLY
DYNAMIC

ENJOYABLY
PRODUCTIVE

MODERN
WEST SPIRIT

SOPHISTICATED
MODERN
ENERGETIC
SYSTEMATIC

VIBRANT
MOVEMENT
TEXTURE
FLEXIBLE

INTUITIVE
SIMPLE
FORM + FUNCTION
UNEXPECTED

INNOVATIVE
APPROACHABLE
CONTEMPORARY
NATURAL

Only DEN effortlessly
balances your everyday
needs with your desire for
delight. We combine our
sophisticated sensibility
with authentic Colorado
style by offering retail,
dining and service options
that are both locally rooted
and globally relevant.

DEN is nothing if not iconic.
With the majestic Rocky
Mountains towering in
view, we invite the region’s
renowned outdoor beauty
inside our walls through
open, clean, airy
environments and engaging
moments that reflect
Colorado’s natural vibrancy.

DEN helps you fly through
your “must-dos” to get to
your “want-to-dos” at the
airport. We pair carefully
curated spaces designed for
both productivity and
pleasure with efficient
operations that reduce
stress, save time and bring
humanity back to the
airport experience.

No airport is like DEN
because no place is like the
Colorado region. We bring
our area’s relaxed way to
life at every corner: warm
welcomes, casual comforts,
friendly faces and an
atmosphere that embraces
our active lifestyle and
innovative, independent
mindset.
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Page 11 - DEN Experience Principles
Translated to Design Principle
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EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLE: ACCESSIBLE URBANISM
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EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLE: NATURALLY DYNAMIC
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EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLE: ENJOYABLY PRODUCTIVE
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EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLE: MODERN WEST
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A WAY OF DESIGN THINKING

• Our airport will be an mix of Canberra and Avignon -- Developing ‘character’,
while meeting the needs of the current occupants
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A WAY OF DESIGN THINKING

• Our intent is to guide the ‘characterization’ of the facility -- The insertion of
‘places’ within a place
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Top 11 DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
• This is an example of the
11 Design considerations
• The design considerations
are not limited to these 11,
but this raises the level of
quality of the dialogue
about design
• The pictures in the Design
Principles book are
metaphorical, not to be
taken too literally
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Why do we have design principles and
Design Review Committee? Guiding
mutually beneficial change
• Good design comes from “Visioning” to assure alignment between ‘brand’
and finished product.
• Common Basis for Communication of Design “Opportunities” and
“Considerations”.
• Training Design Review Committee members to be consistent with Design
criteria and critiques.
• Most beneficial as a book to communicate our idea of design to designers
designing space and form in and around our airport.
• Design can Reduce anxiety of traveling public
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Where?: Design Principles

Business
Requirements: Design
Principles with Design
Review Committee

What else?: Design Review Committee
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Technical Review Committee (TRC)
 If you have a product for us to consider, Contact Commerce Hub
 We meet once per Quarter to review new products for use at DEN.
 We respond in writing to the applicant.
 We make recommendations to the Specifications committee.
 Specifications Committee meets once a Quarter to update our source document.
 Every Project starts with latest Source document.
 Design professional should request the source document from Project Manager.
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Design Review Committee
How To Get ‘Er Done

Megan Catalfomo
January 11, 2017

Winning at the DRC doesn’t have to be a game of luck!

Know your design criteria. Find it here: http://business.flydenver.com/bizops/bizRequirements.asp.
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Judgement Day Criteria
The Design Review Committee will evaluate each design on six criteria

• Overall Design Aesthetic
• Passenger Facing Elements
• Materials
• Signage
• Circulation
• Lighting
• Landscape

Many have tried, many have failed, but armed with knowledge, you will prevail.
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So what all does DEN have to review?
New

Remodels, Renovations,

Construction

Modifications

Any project visible
to the public

Signage
Interior and Exterior
(except regulatory traffic signs)

Advertising,
Temporary Displays,
Art Exhibits

All of it… Everything that is seen by the public requires DRC Approval.
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Know Your City Liaison and DRC Coordinator!
Concessions
Airlines
Advertising
DEN Internal
Art

DEN Advertising
Technologies

Parking
Signage
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Contact the DRC via the coordinator @
DRC@flydenver.com

Who will be passing such judgements?
Chair
Vice-Chair
Voting Members
Quorum
•
•

A quorum is required at every
meeting.
A quorum is achieved if three (3)
of the DRC voting members in
addition to the Chair are present.

Motions
• A motion shall be made by any
voting member.
• Every motion must be seconded
by a different voting member to
pass.

Note: DRC members are appointed to serve
a 2 year term without limits.
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The voting members of the DRC are currently six strong,
plus the vice-chair and the chair makes eight. All eight
members want to see your design succeed! It’s not quite
as staunch as one might fear!
Contact the DRC via the coordinator @
DRC@flydenver.com

Design Review Meetings
Scheduling Appointments: Go through your City Liaison
Appointment Lead Time: All required items submitted one full week before the meeting
Meeting Schedule: Every other Thursday at 2pm

Allotted Time: No more than ten minutes to present and ten minutes of feedback, unless you’re the most
interesting man in the world.
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Submission Requirements
Renderings
Renderings
Renderings

Floor

Reflected
Ceiling
Plan

Plan

Location

Material
Board

Plan

Graphic
Scale
Finish
Floor
Plan

Oh yeah,
did I mention…
Renderings?
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Ceiling
& Soffit
Heights
Store
Components

North
Arrow
(UP)
Casework
Millwork
Moveable
Fixtures

Lighting
Fixtures

Renderings
with
context

Submission Requirements

The DRC Submission Application
This application is required to be completed for every submittal every time and given to the City Liaison for
delivery to the DRC Coordinator.
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Design Review Meetings: The Outcome
Design Review Committee
Action
The DRC will discuss the
presentation with the applicant
DURING THE MEETING. The
verdict will be determined by the
DRC with a motion being made
and seconded during the
meeting, and it shall fall in one of
the following categories.

•
•
•
•

Approved
Approved with
comments
Revise and Resubmit
Rejected

In the week following the
meeting, meeting minutes will be
sent out to DRC members and to
the City Liaisons for distribution
to the applicant.
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Review By Consent
Review and Approval by Consent
A consent review is when an item is sent out to the
committee for review without presentation.

Consent Criteria
1.
2.
3.

complete application determined by the City
Liaison.
meet design guidelines
No known opposition to the project being
proposed. These shall be routine and noncontroversial items.

Examples: Approvals of signs which clearly meet
design guidelines or Re-submittals of projects that
clearly have met DRC comments of previous
submissions.
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DEN Capital Program

FINANCE - FP&A
January 2017

DEN Capital Program Elements
DEN Capital Program:
•

DEN analyzes various scenarios in order to understand its funding requests
and capacity to fund those requests
•

Includes Rating Agency metrics, cash expectations and burn rates, bank
requirements, market conditions, Grant funding appropriations, etc.

•

Leadership concurrently evaluates strategic initiative impacts and current
infrastructure and safety requirements

•

Final determinations are made by prioritizing those capital programs and
projects that remain on the capital plan (1Q 2016)

•

FP&A is creating standardized project reporting in 2017 to better inform the
capital planning process as well as DEN leadership.
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Capital Project Approval
DEN Capital Projects
•

Greater than $100k and a useful life of 3+ years

•

Capital Projects that fall within the approved capital plan (or as priorities
shift throughout the year) go through multiple approval stages
•
•
•

•
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Projects are often first introduced and reviewed through the sponsoring division
– Project Lifecycle, Business Case, and Defining Tollgates
Final business case to Finance, then Capital Planning Committee (CPC), and then
Executive Team
Larger projects can have multiple review periods (Design, Year, Phase, etc.)
• Typically multi-year projects require an annual “update” presentation, but
do not need full, revised business case analysis

Goal is to have an annual or bi-annual approval process to better align
contracting needs and funding availability

2013 – 2018 Published Capital Program
2013 - 2018 Capital Program
(Amounts reflect 2013 dollars expressed in 000's; totals may not add due to rounding)
Airfield
Baggage/AGTS
Commercial
Environmental/Utilities
Other CIP
Roads
Technologies
Terminal Complex
HTC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2013
118,310
64,822
17,121
15,560
105,567
26,182
34,735
97,361
356,825

TOTAL

$

836,483 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2014
30,886
39,273
14,550
32,641
13,250
6,809
47,575
162,443

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

347,427 $

2015
28,929
37,727
14,000
5,100
3,578
12,657
25,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

126,991 $

2016
27,539
8,000
1,265
3,774
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2017
12,116
2,100
1,208
1,774
-

40,578 $

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,198 $

2018
11,850
1,000
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
229,630
141,822
45,671
15,560
138,208
55,632
47,595
163,141
544,268

12,850 $

1,381,527

Above list represents last published Capital Program through 2018
The most recent Bond Funding dedicated to the 2013-2018 Capital Planning Programs are below:
2012A: $39 MM
2012B: $321 MM (including Hotel)
•
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Some 2012 Projects included in the 2012 issuance

2013A: $284 MM
2013B: $324 MM

Public Disclosure: 2017 – 2021 Capital Program
Disclosure of Preliminary 2017-2021 Capital program (Series 2016 A Refunding)
In Millions

Terminal Complex / Other
Airfield
Roads
Land Development Program
TOTAL

$1,156.5
171.1
166.2
22.5
$1,516.3

•

Above List represents the Capital Program as disclosed in the most recent Bond Refunding

•

Major Projects Disclosed in the above amounts include:
• Great Hall Revitalization
• Concourse A Gate Expansion
• Airfield Improvements

•

Disclosure also mentioned potential additional capital projects above the $1.5B:
• Demand responsive items to improve or expand Airport System Facilities – including expansion
• Additional future projects that could be implemented within the 2017-2021 timeframe
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Permitting Procedures at Denver
International Airport

Amber Brenzikofer, Parsons
Permitting Coordinator
January 11, 2017

WHY ARE WE HERE?
• Summary of permitting procedures for projects at DEN
 City and County of Denver (CCD) Community Planning and Development (CPD)

 Denver Fire Department (DFD)
 Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE)
 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
 US Army Corps of Engineers

• Roles and Responsibilities
• Submittal Process and Permit Fees
• Inspections
• Permit Close-out
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Roles and Responsibilities
• DEN Project Manager – ultimately responsible for permitting coordination.
• Project Management Team (PMT) – represents DEN on larger projects as
extension of staff for the DEN Project Manager.
• CCD Community Planning and Development (CPD) DEN
Coordinator – located downtown in the Webb Building and
coordinates all project reviews and permits for DEN projects.
• CCD Public Works / Wastewater Management Division (WMD) – issues
sewer use and drainage permits (SUDP), storm sewer project reviews (SSPR),
erosion control (EC) permits.
• Denver Fire Department (DFD) – issues fire protection,
conveyance, hot works, and other types of permits to
contractors, conducts inspections.
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Roles and Responsibilities
• Architects and Engineers of Record – responsible for stamping and signing

submittals for CPD and DFD review, attending CPD/DFD meetings.
• Construction Contractors and Subcontractors – responsible for pulling
permits and closing permits out when completed.

• Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) – issues
permits to contractors for air quality and general stormwater permits.
• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) – reviews projects under

NEPA and issues 7460 permits for DEN projects.
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers – issues Section 404
permits for waters of the U.S. and wetland impacts on DEN property.
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DEN Procedures
• Coordinate with DEN Project Manager and/or PMT on permitting process.
• Resource: DEN Environmental Management System
http://www.flydenver.com/about/administration/environmental_management

• Permitting process can start in the design phase or after the contractor has
been selected.
• Have a designated permitting coordinator on your team.
• Need a Letter of Authorization for the project from the DEN Project Manager
that will designate the type of project and how permit fees will be collected.
• For larger projects, CPD permitting fees may be paid by DEN directly, so early
coordination is critical to identify requirements. All other permit fees are
the responsibility of the contractor or designers.
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CPD Permits
• Coordinate with CPD DEN Coordinator to set up a pre-submittal meeting
with CPD, WMD, and DFD reviewers
 Can be at the design phase with architects and engineers or record
 Include general contractor if they are on board
 Have a preliminary schedule of phasing, submittals, and construction dates

• Submittal Requirements:
 Letter of Authorization from DEN Project Manager
 Confirm project address (one of the biggest mistakes)
 Projects subject to 2016 Denver Building and Fire Code (DBC) located at:
https://www.denvergov.org/content/denvergov/en/denver-developmentservices/help-me-find-/building-codes-and-policies.html
 2 original sets of architectural or engineering stamped and signed drawings, 1 set
of stamped and signed specifications, 1 set of stamped and signed calculations,
and 1 set of product and material sheets
 CPD does not have electronic package submittal capabilities yet
 WMD submittals are required to be submitted electronically
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CPD Permits
• Submittal Requirements Continued:
 Asbestos Inspection Acknowledgement Form (New!)
 Affordable Housing Fee Application (New!)
 Deferred submittals, if needed (e.g., fire
protection shop drawings)
 Modified drawings and stamped and signed
response to comments letters

• No zoning permits are required at DEN
• Submittals to Webb Building, Second Floor

Permits counter or to the CPD DEN Coordinator
(important to coordinate with CPD DEN
Coordinator ahead of time)
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Types of CPD Permits and Valuations
• Commercial Construction General Permits COMMCON (formally called #1C):
 Usually pulled by general contractor
 Fees should include labor, materials, profit, overhead, and equipment

• MEP Permits (formally called #4, #7, or #11)
 Mechanical valuation needs to be split out by
equipment type:
 Formally #7 permits – steam/hot water
boilers, water heaters, heating systems,
commercial AC/refrigeration
 Formally #11 permits – air handling units,
ventilation, ducts, gas piping, range hoods

• Fire Permits (fire alarm, fire sprinklers)
• Access Control Permits

• Contact CPD DEN Coordinator with questions
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CPD Permit Counter
• Walk-through Review
 Projects that qualify a total construction value less than $500,000.00, do not
require approval from any other agency, or projects that have been approved by
the Building Official for same day review.
 Approval from each reviewing discipline (architectural, structural, mechanical,
plumbing, electrical, where applicable fire and wastewater) is required for
issuance of a permit.
 Commercial projects eligible for same day review:




Tenant finish in retail and business properties
Temporary offices
Installation of signs

 Projects not eligible for same day review:
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New construction or additions to an existing buildings
Change of occupancy or change of use
Structural modifications
Food service establishment
Warehouse or manufacturing facilities

Permit Counter Hours
Monday-Friday
8:00am-11:30am

CPD Permit Counter
• Log-In Review:
 More complex construction projects with a total construction value greater than
$500,000.00 are required to be logged in for review. There are two types of login reviews: Main Log and Intermediate Project Log Review.
 Commercial projects appropriate for the major project log, known as the M-Log,
include:







Large developments involving project coordinators
Construction of a large new building or large additions to existing buildings
Major structural modifications to existing buildings
Large projects involving change of occupancy
Projects involving work in multiple buildings or multiple floors
Projects involving complicated fire/life safety issues (e.g. large occupant loads,
hazardous materials)

 Project applications of lesser complexity and/or scope may be reviewed as
a Intermediate Project (X-Log) review for commercial projects, including:
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Small additions to existing buildings (less than 400 square feet)
Minor structural modifications to existing buildings
Small projects involving change of occupancy

CPD Review Times
• Major commercial projects
o New commercial buildings, large
additions, change of occupancy, and
project with a valuation over $500,000
o Currently 8 weeks

• Intermediate commercial projects
o Small additions and projects with a
valuation less than $500,000
o Currently 5 weeks

• Fire Logs
o Fire alarm and fire suppression

o Currently 5 weeks
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Affordable Housing Fee Housing Fee
• As of January 1, new development in Denver is subject to a fee ranging
from $0.40 to $1.70/sq. ft., depending on project type.
• Every project logging in for a building permit must submit application for

affordable housing fee.
• The affordable housing fee is assessed based on new square footage only (not
including parking) and must be paid before receiving a building permit.

• The fee does not apply to trade-specific permits (mechanical, electrical, fire).
• If your project is not adding any new square footage, or if you already know
your project will qualify for one of the allowed exceptions, you must still

submit the application at log-in before receiving a fee waiver.
• The application is not needed for projects eligible for a same-day, walkthrough review.
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Affordable Housing Fee

Ownership, type, and use of project needs to be included in the Letter of Authorization
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Conveyances at DEN
• State of Colorado Division of Oil and Public Safety (OPS) Conveyance
Registration and Inspections





All elevators, escalators, APM (i.e., the train at DEN), and other regulated
conveyances located in Colorado be registered with OPS.
Registration fees for each conveyance is required to be paid to OPS by contractor.
All conveyance contractors, mechanics, and inspectors
must maintain a current license issued by OPS to ensure
that the installation, alteration and maintenance of
conveyances are completed by qualified personnel.

• DFD Permits and Inspections
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In the City and County of Denver, DFD permits conveyances for the State, conducts
inspections, and issues Certificates of Operation for each device.

Conveyances must be registered with OPS before plans are submitted to
DFD for review.

The contractor will be responsible for paying for the first Certificate of
Operation permit fees for each conveyance. DEN will pay for the annual
permit fees after that.

WMD Permits
• Sewer Use and Drainage Permits (SUDP)








Required for almost all DEN projects. Guidelines located at:
https://www.denvergov.org/content/dam/denvergov/Portals/696/documents/SUDP/
Commercial_Multi-Residential_General_Guidelines.pdf
Metropolitan Wastewater Reclamation District (METRO) Fee and Sanitary Sewer
Services Availability (SAFE) Fee paid to CCD by contractor or DEN
Water tap fees paid directly to Denver Water by contractor
All deliverables are submitted electronically to WMD by emailing plans to
wastewaterpermits@denvergov.org, by using e-Plan, or in person at the Webb Bldg.

• Storm Sewer Project Reviews (SSPR)




WMD reviews storm sewer plans at DEN, but not sanitary sewers
DEN required to do own storm and sanitary sewer inspections

• Construction Activities Stormwater Discharge Permit (CASDP) or Erosion
Control Permits
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Required if soil disturbance is greater than 1 acre and/or construction staging areas
Requires SWMP stamped and signed by a drainage engineer
All deliverables are submitted electronically to WMD (same as above)

Construction Permits and Approvals
• DEN approves contractor hazardous materials management plans and
stormwater management plans.
• CPD and WMD permits may be needed for temporary onsite construction
trailers and staging areas:









Permits are needed if connecting trailers to power, water, and sanitary sewer.
SUDP permits include staging areas with port-o-lets. Need a letter from the port-olet company indicating how many units and how often the units will be serviced.
Stormwater permits for staging areas with concrete wash-out areas, drum and
chemical storage, soil disturbance, BMPs.
Trailer complexes may require fire hydrants to be installed if not nearby.
Temporary guard shacks may need permits.
DFD permits for gas-powered temporary
generators and electrical plants.

• Construction water use from DEN fire hydrants


Requires construction water meter from Denver
Water to track water usage

• Xcel temporary electrical meters – need transformer address to get meter
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CPD and WMD Expiration of Permit
Applications
• If no permit is issued within 180 days following the date of
drawing submittal for review (opening of an application), the

application will expire and plans and other data submitted will be
destroyed.
• The Building Official may extend the timeframe upon written

request showing that circumstances beyond the applicant’s
control.
• The CPD DEN Coordinator will notify DEN Project

Manager if time is about to expire and the DEN Project
Manager needs to provide written justification to extend
the application.
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Contractor Licensing Requirements
• All work done at DEN must be completed by a CCD-licensed contractor.
• CPD permits will only be issued to CCD-licensed contractors.
• Electrical and plumbing contractors must be licensed by the State of Colorado
prior to applying for a CCD contractor’s license.
• To pull a permit, contractor will need to show an ID, such as their original
contractor license card, a company credit card, or a non-voided blank

company check.
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City and County of Denver Inspections
• Building Permits






Most building inspections will be conducted the next business day after your
request.
If an inspection outside of our normal hours (7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.) is needed, may
request an after-hours inspection by filling out a special inspection request form.
Form needs to be submitted to CCD by 12:30pm the day before inspection needed.
Contractor must pay after-hours inspection fees in person or by phone.
Upon completing the inspection, the inspector will leave behind a card indicating
whether the work was approved or denied. For failed inspections, the card will
include instructions on what steps to take to pass re-inspection.

• Erosion Control Permits
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WMD Stormwater Inspector conducts monthly site visits to all
active DEN permit areas, as well as spot visits after heavy
precipitation events or when they receive complaints.
Monthly inspection reports are sent to DEN for distribution
to their contractors.

City and County of Denver Permit Closeout
• Building Permits


All contractors need to ensure that their building permits are closed out after
construction activities.

• Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (TCO)


If a TCO is needed, a TCO inspection card must be signed off by all building
inspectors, DFD, wastewater, health department, CPD DEN Coordinator, etc.

• Certificate of Occupancy (CO)


If a CO is needed, all permits must be closed out and a CO inspection card must be
signed off by all entities above.

• Erosion Control Permits
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Disturbed sites must have a 70% vegetation coverage or other permanent
stabilization measures (e.g., pavement, gravel, riprap) in place before permit can be
closed. It can take multiple years to achieve successful vegetation coverage at DEN.

CDPHE Air Quality Permits
• Air Polluant Emission Notice (APEN) and permits may be needed.


https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/air-permits

• General Construction Permit - Land Development Projects




Land development activities that are more than 25 contiguous acres or more than 6
months in duration
Concerned with fugitive dust from the site

• Permit Exemptions:
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A heater or boiler with a design capacity less than or equal to 5 MMBtu/hour that is
fueled solely by natural gas or LPG
A heater or boiler with a design capacity less than or equal to 10 MMBtu/hour used
solely for heating buildings for personal comfort that is fueled solely by natural gas
or LPG
Storage tank(s) of capacity less than 40,000 gallons of (used or new) lubricating oils
Surface area disturbance for purposes of land development that are less than 25
acres AND less than 6 months in duration

CDPHE General Stormwater Permits
• Submit complete applications at least 10 days prior to construction
• Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP) must be completed prior to submittal
• CDPHE has 10 days to request additional information, after 10 days with no
request, coverage is automatic.
• Certificate will be issued to contractor

for authorization to discharge stormwater.
• Inactivation of the permit can occur after all ground surface disturbing
activities have been completed, AND 100% of the disturbed area must have a

uniform vegetative ground cover of at least 70% of the pre-disturbance
density, OR 100% of the disturbed area is 100% stabilized using permanent,
physical erosion reduction methods (e.g., rock, concrete, asphalt).
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Federal Aviation Administration
• NEPA - Environmental Assessment (EA) or Categorical Exclusion (CatEx)
• FAA 7460 Request Form needs to be submitted to DEN PM at least 90 days
prior to construction. DEN PM will submit 7460 Form to FAA.
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FAA 7460 Requests
• All temporary construction
equipment or structures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cranes
Derricks
Earth Moving Equipment
Drilling Rigs
Haul Routes
Staging Areas
Stock Piles
Temporary lights
Fences (Construction or
Permanent)

• Any new permanent
structures/objects on airport
property
• Communication antennas and
equipment
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Notify DEN Ops 5 working days
prior to erection of any
construction equipment

DEN Site Drainage Map
•
 Section 404 permits for temporary or permanent impacts to waters of the U.S.
and wetlands
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Before Submitting to PowerPoint Review

Questions?
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